SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS

NORTH COAST AVIONICS PTY LTD

PRESENTS

Denis Cummings 066 856287
138 Lighthouse Rd BYRON BAY NSW 2481

SKYTECH FllGHTDECK

BORGELT VARIOMETERS - the most
advanced in the world.

$1050.00

TOW METERS - electronic

$165.00

BATTERY CHARGERS - from car cig.lighter
for NICADS
for GELL CELLS (tell me size)

$ 35.00
$ 65.00
FEATURES;

Ol' EAGLE EYES - The Flight Glasses chosen
by the World champs.
PLAIN
PRESCRIPTION

$ 96.00
$136.00

All prices include postage in Australia.

TO lET
BYRON BAY HOLIDAY HOUSE, complete with
hang gliders (Foil and Magic 4), catamaran,
surfboards (5), surf ski, windsurfer and other surf
toys - write or ring for brochure and rates.

EDITORIAL
Some of you were probably wondering why the last issue of
Skysailor was so late - it was sent to the HGFA on the 17th
May (2 days after the deadline for contributions), and yet on
the 13th June it had still not been received by the printer.
What the HGFA did with it during those 3 - 4 weeks I will let
them explain.
Wesley
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DIGITR L RLTIMETER , 10 fEET INCREMENTS TO 20 ,000 fEET
DURL RRNGE RUOIO URRIO (800 fPM RND 1600 fPM)
OIGITRL RIRSPEEO INOICRTOR IN M.P. H
RIR TEMPERRTURE DI SPLRY
INTERNRL NICRO BRnERY WITH LOW BRnERY UOLTRGE INDICRTOR
12U CRR CHRRGER RND 240U MRINS CHRRGER INCLUDED
YOUR CHOICE Of LEfT OR RIGHT HRNO UPRIGHT MOUNT (ROUNO
OR RIRfOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBRR MOUNT
STRERMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CRSE
DIRECT fRCTOR Y HRUICE BRCKUP RERDIL Y RURILRBLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WRRRRNTY
MROE IN RUSTRRlIR

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROYENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC .
PH. (03) 5554810

Offl clol- Publico t I on - of _ th e

Hang - Gliding - Federtttion -of -Austrttlltt
kysailor appears approx. 12 times per year

Sas a service to members. For non-menbers
living in Australia the subscription is Aus.$48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.$65
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address and
HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in respect of
their contribution.

10th of the month for contributions which
are NOT print ready .
15th of the month for market place and
anything print ready.

For information about ratings , sites and other
local matters. contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (02) 6218819 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka, 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QidHGA Inc
Po Box 1319
Springwood, 4127
Pres . Dave Marsh
(07) 8211343 H

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran , 3181
Sec, John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth , 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 SturtSt
Adelaide, 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood, 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should be
sent to:HANG GLIDING FED . OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

All Skysailor contributions should be sent to:Wesley Hill
C/o VHGA
PO Box 400
PRAHRAN, 3181

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 660039

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

Albury/Wodonga
Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings: Shellharbour pub first Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Keep the articles coming!!
. '

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(07) 2006194
Sec Gary Davie

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
Sydney HG Club
3rd Tues of month
Sports House,
7.30 pm
Bernie (02) 2512704
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

,.

WEiwiUg ive $50
Bestblac~

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401

TOP LANDINGS
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HANG GLIDING SITES AT
BYRON BAY THREATENED
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YOU ATE WHAT?

16

MARKET PLACE

23

Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay
Skysurfers
Ian Hird
(066) 847328
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043)846556
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Murray Williamson
(071) 459353
Goldfields Club (WA)
Jeff Phillips
(090) 216861
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064)576112

CARTOONS: Julius Makk,
Pori, S.R. Quick & B. Mear

COVER PHOTO by Alan Currie
(Seven Seas Photography):
Ian Rees flying at Murmungee
during the 1989 Nationals
PRINTERS: MAPS Litho
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This increase in performance has
come at a cost, that cost being
"spanny" unstable gliders. The
"spanny" effect comes from the fact
that the tips now flying more efficiently
are more prone to being affected by
turbulence. In order to have gliders
handle, instability is built into the
gliders, this along with better UDs
especially at higher speeds makes it
necessary to have larger more open
areas to land in. On approach the
gliders are now flying further and
higher rather than diving down into a
landing area. For simplicity see fig 1.
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As gliders improve in performance with
more span efficient aero foils one trade
off cou Id be top landings, especially on
narrow or rou nd topped coastal sites.
Some small or restricted "old" landing
areas need to be reassessed - that
may mean landing in a less convenient
area elsewhere.
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Let's look at top landings in high
performance gliders. In case you do
not know (beginner) or forgot (older
pilot). with each performance increase,
it is getting or will get harder to land in
restricted areas and also increasingly
harder to top land.
In figure (i), a medium performance or
intermediate glider may start to top
land at A and at point 8 glider is turned
more into the wind before stopping at
Z. If a higher performance glider
follows the same path it would end up
high at point X unable to land. This is
because it needs to be flown faster and
having a better UD would fly further
thus overshooting. Note this is the
glider's path in relation to the ground,
the glider would be pointing more into
the wind and crabbing along this line.
Intermediate glider has a nice landing.

PAS,
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A higher performance glider would
have to follow path ABCY, - this results
in a faster groundspeed sideways/
cross-wind landing. Refer figures (iii)
and (iv).
If the hill top is rounded thus "Iifty" a
higher performing glider will probably
have to be flown behind a line I call the
turbulent line. Refer figure (ii).
If you have trouble or did have when
you last upgraded in top landing or out
landing your present glider DO NOT
ATTEMPT to land a higher performing
glider there.

One manufacturer's test pilot told me
he would only fly an intermediate glider
on the coast - keep your old glider for
coastal flying.
Gone are the days when you take your
new super ship to the coast and
practice top landings - I've seen too
many pilots coming or nearly coming
unstuck lately. If you have a large
bottom landing paddock, even inland,
land your new glider there!

Refering to figures (vii) and (viii) it is not
hard to see that the landing
approaches of the higher performing
gliders spells disaster.
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Dear Ed
Can you help me with a problem I have
with the Student to Novice
requirements.? On the pink Novice
form it says I should have 12 flying
days and fifty flights . I feel fifty flights is
a bit much.
I am an average student (certainly no
more) and have sixteen hours up but
only forty-three flights and averaging 1
- 2 hours per flight. At this rate by the
time I get my fifty up I will be close to the
Intermediate requirements. In fact I
have already turned my efforts towards
this rating and away from the Novice.
Other students I have spoken to have
expressed a similar concern.
The Novice rating is an important one
as it takes you from the training hill to
your XC flying. So how about we give it
the place it deserves by making it more
achievable, eg 12 flying days and 10
hours and 25 flights - what do you
think?
A Frustrated Student
Dear Frustrated, the 50 flights and 12
flying days Include your training flights
as a student with your instructor. The
rationale is that the flights establish your
competence at take offs and landings as
this is the area where most accidents
occur - and the flying days establish
your soaring competence in a variety of
conditions . In 5 days student training
you will normally have done 30 self
launches and landings before even
starting on your Novice rating.

Australia's new ultralight

AS

Ultralight Flying Machines
Sunbury Airfield, Melbourne, (03)744-1305

Phil Mathewson
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MID NORTH COAST SUMMER FLY-IN

:::::::::::::::::::::.·::.:. ::.~ffl~·. r!~9!~ t::~~.~~~.~S:: . .....:.:. . . : : . ....
The Summer Fly-in, organised by the
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Club,
was quite a success forthe people that
journeyed up the coast, some from
even as far as South Australia
ventu red north. People were
accommodated at the Falls Bush
Lodge below Middle Brother Mountain,
which made things easy for getting
everyone together for talks and
viewing videos of some of the stunts
pulled off by certain pilots by "Mr R.A."
The clan consisted of Novice and
Intermediate pilots all seeking a slice of
hang gliding action over the week and
to gain some vital skills . We had
available Advanced pilots to help the
not-sa-able to become able by the end
of the week, and I would like to thank
John Heyman alias horse for his help
with the Novices.
Day One: Started out looking like rain
all day but cleared by lunchtime, so a
handful departed to Diamond Head for
a tune up.

Day Two: Just about everyone at
Diamond Head. Good wind (15 knot
south east) saw a dozen or so pilots
soaring around, good start for
everyone in how to manouvre through
10 gliders coming head on.
Day Three: Some of the more able
went to Middle Brother and the others
to Diamond Head again. Diamond
dropped off a little too much for some.
But the others at Middle Brother had a
good fly. Middle Brother is 1800 ft high
top to bottom , so it doesn't need much
wind to be soarable. This day some
made their personal best with height
gains of 1000 ft or more and for Derek
Inglis his first cross country. The boys
from Dubbo Aussie and Greg Dunn
were missing all evening with their
driver Donna driving around frantically
looking for them when the whole time
she failed to look in the pub. We all
thought that they had flown the
furthest.

Day Four: The wind finally changed
around to the north east so to North
Brother Mountain was the days
mission. There was a good wind
blowing up at 10 to 15 knots with good
cumulus at about 3000 ft . Ricky and
Russell Duncan launched early
climbing out nicely, then casually
displayed the top surface of their
gliders. The task for the day was for
every man and his dog to fly to
Diamond Head which is a nice 8 km
cross country down the beach, then
soar the headland. Good way to
introduce people to XC. A lot of fun was
had on this day with a couple of pilots
inspecting the flora and fauna of the
Crowdy Bay National Park. Nothing
dramatic though was it Don.
Well there was a fifth day but thats all
memories, you've got the general
picture - a lot of fun and of course a lot
of flying which was great because it
hasn't stopped raining since. Could the
person who brought the rain with them
kindly take it back, must have been one
of the Vics, not much rain down there
lately. Anyhow see y'alilater at the next
Summer Fly-in on the famous Mid
North Coast.
Lee Scott
ps. Same dates next year

Pilot launching during the 1988 European
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VICTORIAN NEWS
Dear fellow Southern Hang Gliders,

Stanwell Snippets
Despite a lack of profile in these pages
over recent issues, the Stanwell Park
Hang Gliding Club is still in operation.
At a recent meeting we had to deal with
a number of matters which affect flying
at Stanwell Park.
The first is the old problem of ratings.
Everyone recognises that Stanwell
has one of the easiest take-offs
anywhere, and the bottom landing,
while small, is pretty safe. But it does
have its own problems for beginners.
There are power lines, houses, and,
worst of all, people in the vicinity of the
landing area. It is for that reason that
we have had to insist on a rating that is
higher than Novice. At the same time,
we recognise that Intermediate is
probably a bit too stringent.
The compromise is that Novice pilots
who can produce a log book signed by
their Instructor that they are capable of
flying at Stanwell Park in good
conditions and on weekends will be
able to fly at Stanwell. Any Novice pilot
with that endorsement, must also see a
Safety Officer before taking off. It is no
good turning up and telling us that your
Instructor says it is OK. We must see
your log book. No signed log book, no
fly.
The second problem relates to
paragliders. Again, the same rules will
apply. Novice rating plus an
endorsement in the log book by a
Paraglider Instructor that the pilot is
capable of flying in good conditions and
on weekends.

The landing area for paragliders is the
same as for hang gliders, ie. west of the
monument and near the toilet block. It
may be that paragliders in certain
conditions may be able to land safely
between the toilet block and the point
of the hill. That will be OK too, so long
as there are no people in the immediate
vicinity and you are far enough down
the hill.
We have quite a number of copies of
the Stanwell Site Guide. The booklet is
a mine of information on what to do and
not to do at Stanwell Park, down the
coast and at Mt. Keira. We were selling
them in the past, but we have now
decided to give them away, because
the information in them is more
important than the money. However, if
you feel like making a donation to the
club, we won't be knocking you back.
Copies can be obtained from me or
Kieran Tapsell.
The Lawrence Hargrave International
Competition will be held from Saturday
the 30th December, 1989 to the 9th
January, 1990. Entry fee will be $150,
but may be reduced if we are
successful in some sponsorship
attempts.
Finally, we will be having another Tshirt competition. Prize will be $150 for
the best design for the 1990 Lawrence
Hargrave. While putting Hargrave or a
box kite in is not essential, we do prefer
that some reference is made to the
historical connections with the
competition. Entries should be lodged
with me by the end of October.
Tony Armstrong
President
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Unfortunately its not possible for me to
get down to club meetings very often
nowadays so I thought I would write
this letter in response to comments
from one of my students who recently
attended a monthly meeting on
recommendation from me that he go
along to meet fellow pilots and find out
about the scene down south.
Unfortunately he was disappointed
with his first meeting, claiming it was all
over in about 5 minutes with general
business and items for sale. If you
weren't in a clicky little group then there
wasn't much incentive to come along no wonder people don't stay in the
sport if this is all the enthusiasm that
can be mustered at club meetings.
Hey guys and girls, you're going to
have to lift your act down there and put
more life and warmth back into your
meetings.
What happened to videos and movies
sure you've seen a lot of them but what
about the new pilots who are thirsting
for knowledge and information.
How about asking each
new people to stand
themselves be known,
them under your wings
after them.

meeting for
up and let
then taking
and looking

You're probably saying why bother, but
new people are far more important
than people who've been in the sport a
long time. Why? Because they are the
future of the sport, without them the
sport would stagnate through lack of
demand for gliders, manufacturers
need a market to sell gliders to and
therefore develop new improved
designs. New people are the only ones
who are going to buy your present
gliders.

Think about it, show some enthusiasm,
take them flying with you to new sites.
If you're at a site and someones there
who is new go up to him and give him
some pointers. Think back to when you
just started out , you were probably
pretty nervous at each new site & may
have felt a little intimidated to ask
someone for advice and to keep an eye
on you .
Safety Officers and Examiners and
VHGA committee members make
yourselves known to these new
people.
We share a fantastic sport which gives
us a unique perspective on the world
around us. However, when you're just
starting out there are lots of traps and
pitfalls which can take away
enthusiasm.
So I put it to you all down there to make
the SHGC meeting (the oldest in
Australia!) the venue for what it was
renowned for. Thats all for now, come
up and see us anytime, you're always
welcome.

Time : Meeting starts at 8 pm.
What to bring : As many people as
possible in the one car (it is more
fun and reduces air polution
unless you normally come by
fram).
Available are: Meals and booze (be
early for the meals) .
Ignore the risk of being chosen as a
committe member (however great that
may be!) because it is also a Southern
Hang Gliding Club meeting.

and Gundowering are closed.

If you have got to this pOint without
skipping anything : well done and
thanks!
Myles
ps . Beware
Granadyrite.

the

Murmungee

QUEENSLAND NEWS

Remember Southern Hang Gliding
Club meets on the first Tuesday of
each month, and that means : heaps of
people to talk to; hang gliding videos;
things to buy; a chance to sell ;
instructors; examiners ; safety officers,
trike, parapente and minimum pilots;
the toilet seat award ; and YOU! (when
you read "you" please say to yourself
"ME!")
By the way, I am trying to create a
Southern Hang Gliding Club video
library, so if you have any flying videos
you would not mind me copying then
please bring them along!

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

Stephen & Julie Ruffels
Joe Chitty, the VHGA parapente
representative, is in Europe for the
parapente championships. We shall
find out how things went up there when
Joe returns .

VHGA News
Giday flying friends!
The time when we get to vote out
committees for broken promises, vote
in new ones on the dreams they inspire
us with and hide for fear of being
nominated, is on again! The details
are:
VHGA Annual General Meeting
Venue: The Whitehorse Inn
Corner of Burwood Road and
Burton Street, Hawthorn.
Date : FirstTuesdayof August (1/1/89) .

Ta Da Da Daaaaa! The North East
Victorian Hang Gliding Club has
opened up the T awonga Gap hang
gliding site. Well done peoples! This
site is 2,000' above the valley floor,
faces north east and is on the road
between Bright and Mt. Beauty. The
site sports a cleared bush take-off (on
opening day one pilot did manage to
land in the trees at take-off) and is rated
Intermediate. Before flying this site
please contact either Tony Dennis on
060 561654 or John Adams on 057
572445 to find out where the landing
paddock is.

The GILLIES Competition is going to
be on the 16th and 17th of September
this year. It will be on before Eungella
so that any of the locals can venture
down south after a warm-up at the
Gillies ... It will be run on similar lines to
last year's with an entrance fee of $20
plus food and camping set at another
$20. So start organising your sponsors
and their $100 sponsorship money.

The North East Victorian Hang Gliding
Club is also pleased to inform us that
the second take-off at Mt. Emu should
be ready in about a month . Please
remember though, that Buckland Gap
JULY
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Hang Gliding Sites
at Byron Bay
Threatened
Recently the Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club received a letter,
via NSWHGA, from Col Trezise, Inspector for Sport Aviation
at CAA This advised of the upgrading of the Ballina
Aerodrome to permit F28 (jet) operations by Air NSW and
the consequent installation of an AFIZ (Aircraft Flight
Information Zone). Most AFIZ extend to a 15 nautical mile
radius of the aerodrome at which they are installed.
The bad news is that this would effectively STOP all hang
gliding at Tallows and the East Face of Byron, as well as
stopping pilots from flying into the Bay from other inland
sites.
Our club has already sent a submission to the CAA
requesting that we be granted a segment of the AFIZ in
order to .r.e1.aln..our hang gliding activities at Byron. You will
note the segment on the map.
Since Byron Bay accomodates a large numberof pilots from
all parts of Australia, we are asking for your support and
action. Please write letters to the appropriate bodies and to
your local M.P. as well as the Sport Aviation Inspectors in
Old and NSW. We are including a suggested list to assist
you .
Just remember, Byron Bay may be a long way from where
you live; you may never even have flown the place, and
besides you've got your own local site which is quite safe,
thank you very much. They'll never take that away from you,
will they? ARE YOU SURE??!!!
Byron Bay has been a safe site for fifteen years - if we don't
act quickly, and with full support of our pilots, it may become
just a memory.

If we can succeed in getting the CAA to allow us to keep our
hang gliding area in the Bay, this will set a very important
precedent for future cases. And there will be more of such
cases. With the increase in tourism in many areas along the
east coast of Australia, will come the jet operations to fly in
those tourists. For example, there are rumours of Coffs
Harbour and Taree being upgraded to jet standards in the
future . What effect will that have on the Mid-North Coast
hang gliding??
If Byron Bay is lost as a hang gliding site, then I believe we
have no chance whatsoever of saving any other sites that
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will be effected in the future by the same circumstances.
Here are some facts in point form which you may wish to use
in your letters.
1.
Y..J..E. We are ll.Q1 opposing the airport at Ballina nor
are we trying to restrict air safety - we merely wish to mm..a.in
mutual sharers of the airspace;
2.
Byron Bay has been a hang gliding site for some 15
years with the H.G. symbol displayed clearly on V.T.C.
maps. Prior to the granting of the 5,000 ASL height limit
outside of controlled airspace, Tallows had been granted
1,500 AS.L., and Coorabell 3,000 A.S.L.
3.
The nearest coastal site for Novice/Intermediate
pilots in this area is now 6 hours away, with Rainbow Beach
to the north and Crescent Heads to the south . What hope
does our sport have of growing under these conditions?
4.
These newer pilots will be forced to drive huge
distances or take their chances at more advanced inland
sites. This will lead to an increase in accidents (not good for
the general P.R. of the sport) and put undue stress on some
of these already "delicate" sites .
5.
Various schools and instructors in South East Old
and Northern NSW will have no easily accessible site to
teach their students soaring skills.
6.
Other large hang gliding sites such as Stanwell Park
have existed for many years close to major air routes.
7.
Byron Bay has always received heavy military air
traffic due to the RAAF having L.J.R.s in its vicinity, and
hang gliding activities have not interfered with them.
8.
At present Air NSW will only conduct 2 jet flights each
Tuesday and 1 jet flight on Sunday evening - that's a lot of
unused air time!
9.
Air NSW has verbally advised that they have no
objection to the exemption that we are proposing.
A final, positive point to finish your letter is to state that our
submission requested only the continued use of a small
segment of airspace outside the 10 nautical mile radius of
Ballina aerodrome.

Addresses:
C Trezise
Inspector of Sport Aviation
CAANSW
PO Box 409
Haymarket, NSW, 2000
Mr C Blunt MP
Wharf Street
Murwillumbah, NSW, 2484
The Chairman
Board of Directors
Civil Aviation Authority
PO Box 409
Haymarket, NSW, 2000
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Ralph Willis
Minister for Aviation
Parliament House
Canberra, ACT, 2600
John Friswell
Inspector of Sport Aviation
CAAOld
PO Box 10023
Brisbane, OLD, 4001

New South Wales Region
59 Goulburn $118'"

SydneyNSW

Reference NFF 86/2491

P .O. Box 409
Haymarkel.
NSW 2000

Telephone 218 7189

2 b i:._. ,Gag

Australia

Telephone: (02) 2187111
T"I,1I1:26178

f AX: (02) 2114241

secretary
NS W Hang Glid i ng As sociation

suite 508
157 Glouce s ter Street

SY DNEY

Don Page MP
160 River Street
Ballina, NSW, 2478

NSW 2 000

Dear Sir
My purpose in writing is to advise you of the upgrading of
Ballina Aerodrome to permit F28 operations by Air NSW .
To ensure compliance with jet operations outside controlled
airspace (aCTA), it will be nec e ssary for a remote AFIZ to be
established . at 8al11na, before jet operations can commence.
The matter is currently being considered by the Authority's
Field ott ice in Brisbane, as the area is within the Brisbane

Hon G B West
Minister for Tourism
28th Floor State Office Block
Phillip Street
Sydney, NSW, 2000
Ros Kelly
Support Minister for Aviation
Parliament House
Canberra, ACT, 2600

FIR .

Sport aviation activities within fifteen nautical miles of
Ballina may be aftected, including hang gliding operations at
Byron Bay.
In this regard, your attention is drawn to Civil
Aviation Orders Section 95.8 (Issue 3), paragraph 4.7 (f).
It you have any que s tions regarding this matter , please do not
hesitate to contac t me on the numbe r listed above .
Yours faithfully

If you would like any extra information,
to make suggestions or offer your
assistance with this very important
issue, please contact Ian Hird on (066)
847328 or Marie Jeffery and Greg
Wi son on (066) 280356.

~Lb

~C.
G. - TREZISE
I n s p ector (sport
cc .

THE BYRON BA Y HANG GLIDING
CLUB, and the sport's FUTURE,
NEEDS YOUR HELP!!

Aviation

Mr Ian Hird
Byron Bay
Hang Gliding Club
Coolamo n Drive
COORABELL NSW 2479

Marie Jeffery
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Typoon being launched at
Cooplacurripa. Photos by Bob Dalley

Wesley Hill launching his 151 WB at
Mt. Emu
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OZ BOYS
OVERSEA
California

CaMP ITION
CALE DAR

Mark Newland won the
Manufacturer's League
competition in California.
The Moyes team, flying XS
gliders, placed 3rd overall,
with Steve Moyes coming
9th and Grant Heaney 20th.
The winning team was Wills
Wings, with their pilots
placing 2nd and 3rd in the
individual results.
Europe

1st World PARAGLIDING Championships
Kossen, Austria, 1-16 July 1989. (Paragleiten, Postfach 31, A-6345, Kossen).

Drew Cooper is claiming two
World Recorlds after a 157
km flight. Drew was flying
his XS in the Alps, and is
claiming the record for
Distance around a Triangle
and Speed around a 150km
triangle.

7th WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP
Fiesch (Valais), Switzerland, 3-23 July
1989. (Verein WM 89, PO Box 1301,
CH-8620 Wetzikon, Switzerland) .
1989 EUNGELLA COMPETITION
24 September - 1 October
$80- entry fee
Contact Dave Lamont (079) 461157
PO Box 6, Prosperine, 4800
1990 LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL (Stanwell Park)
30 December 1989 - 9 January 1990
Contact Tony Armstrong (042) 942584
1989 GILLIES COMPETITION
16th and 17th September
Contact Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns, 4870
14
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Como, Italy. Photo by Ken Hill
1989

ACCIDENT REPORT

ACCIDENT REPORT

ACCIDENT REPORT

DATE; 22/2/89
Site: Tallows Ridge, Byron Bay
Rating : Novice
Glider: Mars 170
Harness: Pod
Helmet: NZ Anandale
Events: The pilot launced cleanly from
Tallows Ridge into a 12 - 15 mph
S/easterly. Approximately 10
mins into the flight, at a height of
about 200 ft above the ridge the
left-hand side ofthe glider folded
up. The glider entered a spiral
dive, and according to an
unknown pilot in the air at the
time, it was noted that every 50
ft the glider would slow and the
left-hand side drop to almost its
original position. After approx 3
to 4 seconds and several turns
the glider landed in trees and
bushes on top of the ridge.
Fortunately the pilot received
only a few scratches.
Cause: After considering all other
possible causes, the only
conclusion is that the nut on the
LH cross-bar/leading edge
junction was not tightened after
the glider had been completely
pulled down, checked and
reassembled after it had been
stolen with the pilot's vehicle.
The glider had been flown a
number of hours before at
several sites before the
structural failure occured . The
procedure of checking this
model of glider I have performed
at least in excess of fifty
occasions and consider myself
a thorough and safety concious
person, but on this occasion
didn't check both wing-nuts with
potentially serious
consequences.
Glider Damage : Slightly (4") bend in
keel, front leading edge (LH)
pulled out of noseplate, LH
cross barlkeel holes elongated,
bent nose plates .
Injuries: Fortunately only a few
scratches.

It happened over the Easter break. The
day had been warm and sunny, but
was beginning to cool down a little.
Upon reaching the launch site we
weren't suprised to detect katabatic
airflow.

Date: 30/4/89
Location: Small coastal site - 200'
Conditions : 15 - 20 knots ESE
Glider: Foil 160B
Pilot: Advancing rating, 200+ hours
Injuries: No hospital treatment.
Contusion and abrasions to
both legs and one arm.
Damage: Totalled airframe. Broken
RH leading edge in 2 places,
bent LH leading edge, broken
RH crossbar and 1 upright, bent
speed bar.
Occurence: Attempting to top land RH
wing dropped suddenly. I felt I
had quite enough airspeed,
probable rotor off hill or gliders
parked sideways quite some
distance away (30 metres) but
upwind slightly. Sharp RH turn
downwing into trees. Turn
started 8' to 12' from ground.
Contributing Factors : Inexperience on
new glider - very sensitive, had
some overcontrolling problems
possibly due to loose sail
tension (no shimms) after initial
stretch of sail.

The conditions were discussed, and it
was decided that conditions were OK.
What was needed was a long, hard
run , much longer than the runway
provided. No problems, as the step
from the runway to the grass was
small. The trees 60 to 70 metres down
the hill shouldn't be a problem.
We set up and did our pre-flight
checks. Conditions had changed only
slightly. The katabatic conditions were
regularly interrupted with a light breeze
coming up the slope. The theory was to
take off into this breeze, and run like
hell. Things didn't go qu ite to plan for
me.
My companion took off well with no
problems. I was to follow. I picked up
my glider (Enterprise Wings "Aero")
and began my run. I was running flatout, concentrating on getting as much
speed as possible. Feeling my glider
getting a little too low I eased the basebar out, but there was no response. I
stumbled on the rather bumpy grass.
The resu It was a pretty hard and
undignified grounding. The next thing I
was looking at an obviously badly
broken arm.
In conclusion, my accident resulted
from two things :
1. The likelihood that I mistimed
my take-off and took off with a tail wind;
2. Because of the need for a
hard run , I may have pulled the control
bar in too much, resulting in the glider
getting out in front of me, and
consequently stacking.
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YOU ATE WHAT?
The ins and outs of UHF radio communication by Davo Knights (reprinted from "Icarus")
OK. ... So you have heard or seen the newtrend in hang gliding radio
communications is UHF CB. So what does it stand for? What are the
advantages and disadvantages overconventional CB sets and how
do I make the most of any UHF set? ..... Standby for some answers.
UHF stands for Ultra High Frequency, a
band of radio frequencies between 300
and 3000 Mhz. In Australia, the
Department of Commun ications has
allocated a slot of 40 channels between
476 and 477 Mhz for citizen band use.
Conventional CB sets operate on 27 Mhz
and each frequency band has its own
characteristics .
Probably the most important advantage of
the UHF band is that it's predictable in
nature. It is not subject to atmospheric
electrical noise or "skip" (skip allows long
distances by bouncing radio waves off an
upper layer in the atmosphere) and it
provides line of sight point to point contact.
Another important advantage , by
regulation, is that the UHF band operates
in the FM mode versus the AM mode used
on 27 Mhz. AM transmissions are
susceptable to man-made noise which
includes the car's electrical system and
powerline buzz.
One advantage that conventional 27 Mhz
CBs provide is that, all things being equal,
27 Mhz sets will work over a greater
distance on the ground, however, the
advantage is not significant and can be
negated by the use of repeaters on the
UHF band which are explained later. The
biggest advantage 27 Mhz sets have is
price, however, when this is weighed up
against all round reliability, clarity of
transmissions and size of radio and
antenna, UHF is definately in front.

UHF in the air
As mentioned, the UHF frequencies
provide line-of-sight communication ie, if
you can see the other person you want to
talk to you will be able to get through . Now
when I say "see", I mean what the radio
can see and not necessarily what you can
see. If you are happily thermalling at 3000
ft asl, your radio horizon is approximately
50 kms using a hand held radio with an
output power of 1 watt. Note that a number
of variables come into this, eg terrain and

16
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antenna efficiency and it is also not
necessarily a linear progression either that means 6000 ft does not give you a 100
km radio horizon . Despite these
complexities, UHF is for all intents and
purposes line of sight communication.
There is one except ion to the line of sight
rule and that is when 2 UHF CBs are in
close proximity but not necessarily being
able to see each other. The signal path
may be established by bouncing off a
nearby hill or building ; a bit like TV signals.

Radios
UHF radios are straight forward to
operate, they all come with volume and
squelch controls . The squelch circuits are
extremely sensitive even when set to
maximum - how many times have 27 Mhz
users been unable to establish contact
because somebody had the squelch set
too high?
Other controls include a highllow power
switch and a simplex/duplex or repeater
switch.
The high/low power switch changes the
transmitters output power from about 1
watt to 0.1 watt which reduces the current
drain considerably and therefore prolongs
the endurance of your battery.
If you are flying on the coast , the low power
setting is quite adequate, however, for XC,
the high power setting should be used but
remember to keep transmissions brief as
you may need to use the radio extensively
once you have landed out. Alternatively,
carry a spare battery with you as a back
up.

Antennas and Microphones
Antennas on any aircraft have provided
headaches and hang gliders are no
exception. Fortunately, due to physics
laws, as the frequency is increased the
wavelength decreases which ultimately
leads us to shorter antennas. UHF
handheld radio antennas are typically 15
cm long orthere abouts and often provide
no problem for mounting the entire radio
with antenna on your harness. While this
arrangement is satisfactory for most
applications, for best efficiency, a "groundplane-less" (ask a technician) antenna is
the best choice and is typically mounted
vertically at the rear of your keel.
Trailing antennas, dipoles or anything that
may have been used on a 27 Mhz system
are definately out and may even damage
your UHF radio if connected.
All UHF handhelds come with an internal
microphone and usually with an option to
plug in an external mike. Whatever you
choose to use, it is a good idea to coverthe
microphone with a piece of foam to cut
down on the wind noise, otherwise your
transmission sounds like you have got
your mike in the surf!
Personally, I preferto use a headset with a
single earpiece and a boom microphone.
This arrangement usually requires some
work to establish but I believe the
advantages are worth it. Firstly, your
transmissions are reported as loud and
clear and secondly, most importantly, with
a press-to-talk switch mounted sensibly on
the base bar, you do not have to remove
one hand from the base bar to use the
radio. Re-assuring when conditions are
trickyl

Repeaters

When towing , I would recommend using
the high power setting , a communication
breakdown cannot be afforded in this
situation.

So you have just landed out after a 100 km
XC flight and did not have a driver chasing
you. What now! Probably your best bet is
to try and raise another pilot in the air to
relay a message for you, orfailing this, use
a repeater channel which does this foryou
electronically.

The simplex/duplex or repeater switch is
explained in the section on using
repeaters.

Repeaters are handy devices which are
strategically placed around the
countryside on tops of mountains and hills.

1989

Their function is to relay signals received
on one frequency and transmit them on
another. Because of their height
advantage, they can cover a large area
and provide communications where
normally line of sight contact would be
impossible, eg from one side of the
mountain to the other. Other advantages
include 24 hr operation, high gain antenna
and increased transmitter power.
Looking at diagram 1, we can see our
usual way of using radios. This method of
transmitting and receiving on the same
frequency is called simplex mode.

s;~)"a.l is tru. .4eH~
~fOWl cti1b fecciv~ ~
~ G hMSyVI-,8u.

daigram 2

ch6 to receive. Lets have a look at
this on diagram 2.
Both radios transmit and receive
on the same frequency (not
simultaneously)

Diagram 1 - Simplex mode

Now, once we are out of line of sight range,
to continue our conversation we will both
have to change to a repeater channel that
both radios are able to access. At the
same time, you will have to switch your
radio to duplex or repeater mode. Th is tells
the radio to work in a split frequency mode,
which means it transmits on one frequency
and receives on another. It has to do this to
be compatable in operation with the
repeater.
In Australia, channels 1 to 8 have been
allocated for repeater use. Now, you may
be asking where do all these extra
frequencies come from for the split
frequency operation. OK ... . channels 31 to
38 have been allocated to correspond with
channels 1 to 8.
Let's take channel 6 as an example. We
have our radio switched to ch6 and
repeater mode selected. Whilst we are
receiving, our receiver is tuned to ch6
frequency, however, when we choose to
transmit, our radio automatically changes
to ch36 and transmits without us having to
do anything.
It all happens inside the radio.
The receiver at the repeater site picks up
your transmission on ch36 and transfers
your signal instantaneously to its
transmitter which transmits it on ch6. As
soon as you release your transmit button,
your radio automatically reverts back to

~ ---

In this way, the repeater relays the
signals from one point to another.
A single frequency cannot be used
for th is operation otherwise the
repeater would have to transmit
and receive on the same
frequency simultaneously. This
would result in a big loop being set up or
feedback.
If we are in an area which is not covered by
a repeater, it is ok to use ch 1, for example,
in the simplex mode. Channels 31 to 38
should never be used in the simplex mode
as you may be inadvertantly accessing a
repeater some distance away and in doing
so, you will prevent other users from using
the repeater. On top of that, you will be
completely unaware that you are doing so!
How do I know that I am accessing one of
these repeaters when I have my radio set
up correctly? Simple ....
The repeater station has a built in time
extension on the transmitted signal of
about 1 sec. When you release your
transmit button, you should hearthis extra
burst of signal coming from the repeaters
transmitter. It is commonly called the
repeater iail".

devices are so good, we do not use them
all the time. The answer is everybody
wants to use them all the time. Some
repeaters have extremely high iraffic·
loadings, particularly in the metropolitan
areas and sometimes it is difficult to get a
word in, let alone have a conversation with
someone. Fortunately, most of our XC
flying takes us to areas where the traffic
loading is light.
Once again, because of our height
advantage, there should be no need to use
repeaters whilst flying, however, they can
be a good advantage once you have
landed out somewhere.

Some final words
Hopefully by now, you will have a little
more insight into UHF CBs and repeaters.
It is a good idea to get a licence for your set
(it is a DoC requirement), they cost about
$15. You will be issued with a call sign - this
sometimes saves embarrassment on the
repeater channels when you realise there
may be a large number of people listening.
One final point, no matter how
sophisticated your radio system is, if you
do not have a communications procedure
between you and your driver, the result is
usually total chaos. Perhaps someone
could submit an article on radio
procedure?

If you press/release your transmit button
and you hear nothing coming back, you
are 1) out of range of the repeater; 2) your
radio is set up incorrectly.
Sometimes you may hear a burst of
morse-code signal on the repeater. This is
another DoC requirement
all
transmissions must be identified and this is
the most convenient method a repeater
can identify itself.
You're maybe wondering why, if these
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HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION OF
AUSTRALIA
EXECUTIVE MEETING
2514189
Executive Reports

a.
Phil Mathewson reported on the
formation of the new sports aviation
coordinating body to be called
AERONAUTICS
AUSTRALIA
(Incorporated) which has evolved out
of the SAAC and the ASAC. It is due to
get off the grou nd on 1/1/90, and hopes
to represent us all (some 30,000
Australian pilots) to government and
the FAI. There were some misgivings,
however, that the acronym AA should
be used for anything to do with hang
gliding.
b.
Paul Mollison had a major
breakthrough with the CAA at a
meeting in Newcastle on 14/4/89, after
only four years of negotiations. A new
CAO for HGFA to use trikes should be
in place in August. Other rules and
regulations governing the use of hang
gliders, powered hang gliders ,
paragliders, powered paragliders and
the art of towing could also be ready at
about the same time.
c.
David Heron said he hoped to
convene a joint Coaching/Safety
Seminar for HGFA Instructors in NSW
in May in cooperation with Tony
Armstrong. He hoped others would
follow.
d.
Steve Hocking presented his
Administrator's Report. The Executive
approved the payment of $14,449.11
as itemised in para 2c of the report be
paid as fees to States.
General Business

a.
The National Airspace Users
AdviSOry Council (NAPAC)
We have received the minutes
of the 12th Plenary Session of the
NAPAC held in Canberra on 10/3/89
18
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and attended by Denis Cummings
(HGFA) and representatives of all
sports aviation and the major
commercial aviation organisations, the
Defence Department (backed up by
the RAAF), the CAA and other Public
Service Departments. The meeting
wound up recommending that "the
CAA process the ARP (Air Regulatory
Proposal) to require gliders to carry
and use VHF radios above 5,000 ASL".
Only the GFA (Gliding Federation of
Australia) and the HGFA opposed the
motion.
The Executive directed that efforts be
made to gather details of the rules and
practices forthe carrying of VHF radios
abroad.
b.
The
Confederation
of
Australian Sport (CAS)
The CAS is holding a
conference in Canberra on 11/5/89 to
discuss sports funding . It will be
addressed by the Minister of Sport,
Senator Richardson . The Federal
Government currently provides $25m
for "elite" sporting bodies (for training
Olympic champions) and $7m to
promote sport throughout the whole of
the rest of the population. The
imbalance is obvious, and the CAS and
other bodies are endeavouring to
rectify it. The Executive resolved to
renew our affiliation with the CAS
($150 pa), to request Harvey Ritchie to
represent HG FA at the conference and
to invite the ACTHGA to send an
observer as well.
c.
The
General
Aviation
Association (GAA)
The GAA (powered aircraft,
based at Bankstown , NSW)has invited
HGFA to attend their Conference at
Terrigal, NSW, on 12-13/7/89. The
main attractions are Federal and
Opposition speakers and seminars on
how the CAA and the FAC work and
why, aeromedicine, industrial
negotiation and award participation.
The invitation was passed to David
Heron to offer to the Central Coast
HGC.

1989

d.
The Royal Federation of Aero
Clubs of Australia (RFACA)
The Executive authorised the
payment of the HGFA fee to the
RFACA for $1 ,155.70, which is based
on the 1988 membership figure of 1651
@ 70c a member. The RFACA is the
sports aviation umbrella organisation
and the FAI Australian affiliate. HGFA
is a member of the RFACA, and of its
working committee, the ASAC
(Australian Sports Aviation Council),
along with the Aerobatics, Ballooning,
Parachuting, Rotorcraft, Ultralight,
Gliding, Model Aircraft, Sports Aircraft
(build your own) and Women's Pilot
organisations.
e.
QldHGA have issued their first
Newsletter (April 1989), and it lists the
new QldHGA Executive as: Dave
Marsh - Pres/Sec; Richard Nevins - V/
Pres; Barry Edwards - Treasurer;
Terry Jenkins - HGFA State
Coordinator; Mike Zupanc - Safety;
and Hank van Raalte - Coaching.
f.
A Queensland pilot requested a
ruling on whether his Moyes Mission
210 could be used for tandem flying.
The HGFA Operations Manual (4.16)
states that "The glider must be
certified ... " before it can be used for
tandem flying, and the Moyes Mission
is not officially "certified" in this sense.
g.
HGAWA requested a ruling on
the status of paragliders being towed
behind speedboats, which is now a
popular tourist attraction. These
gliders do not come within the
definition of a paraglider for HGFA
purposes. For one thing, they have no
free flight soaring or height gain
capability. They are not required to
become members of the HGFA.
h.
The VicHGA has suggested that
a condensed version of the Operations
Manual be produced for distibution to
new and Short Term Members (such
as overseas visitors). The Executive
decided that the VicHGA should be
asked to prepare a draft for distribution
to other State Associations and the
HGFA for submission to Convention
89.

i.
World Championship Teams
As reported inthe minutes ofthe HGFA
Executive meeting of 7/2/89, the
HGFA Team chosen to represent
Australia at the World Championships
in Switzerland in July was Rick
Duncan, Steve Moyes, Carl Braden,
Mark Newland, Steve Blenkinsop and
Drew Cooper, with Russ Duncan and
Neil Mersham as reserves and Ian
Jarman as Manager/Coach. The
Executive decided that $11,000 of the
$15,000 received from the Australian
Sports Commission for overseas
competitions should be allocated to
this team and that a meeting should be
held with the team members and Bill
Moyes (who has obtained sponsorship
funds) to determine how it should all be
applied.
The Executive decided to allocate
$1,000 of this grant to enable Australia
to be represented at the inaugral World
Championship
Paragliding
competition in Kossen, Austria in July.
Ric Wilson of Adelaide will be the
Australian representative.
The Executive also decided to allocate
the remaining $3,000 to the Australian
Women's Hang Gliding Team chosen
to defend their Japanese Nationals
Gold Medal in Japan in May. The team
will be Toni Noud, Birgit Svens and
Jenny Ganderton .

The set-up area at Eungel/a. Photo by Julius Makk
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SNOOPY RIDES AGAIN
As a student pilot with a big sixteen
hours flying time I thought I had this
flying business all sorted out.
On that sunny day at the back of Byron
Bay I knew exactly what to do - set up
the Altair, wet the finger to check the
wind direction, on with goggles,
helmet, shoes, pod etc. It was all quite
easy I thought - keep the nose down
and run hard. What I didin't count on
was an unwanted hitch hiker waiting for
me in the long grass.
You guessed it - it was snoopy, he
wanted to be the first dog to fly. Only
trouble was he hadn't told me about it.
Up he jumped to grab hold just as I had
lift off. Only problem was it was me he
grabbed hold of, high up on the inside
of my left leg. Lucky for me he missed
all of those important bits but only by a
mere two inches.
So after a short flight it was off to
casualty at the local hospital and
seventeen stiches later I limped home.
The serious side to all this is that if the
site had not been so forgiving I may not
have had time to cope with the dog,
bite, surprise, stall, recovery etc
without running into even more trouble.
Mike Rose gets a tow at Mt. Beauty

We are rightly told to check the glider
and harness and do a hang check
before each flight, what we should also
do is spend five minutes and check the
launch area for nasties like sneeky
snoopies in the long grass or anything
else that may cause trouble during
take-off.
By the way, snoopy did make a safe
landing - last we saw of him he was
headed for home and the safety of his
kennel.
Stitches

20
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MIDAIR POTENTIAL
by Witch Way to Turn
While flying on the coast recently a very
unsettling event happened to me. I had my
right wing-tip towards the cliff face, ie Right
Of Way, but as my father said 'Right of
Way is no good to you at all unless
someone gives itto you". This had no great
bearing on what happened. Another very
experienced pilot is flying straight towards
me. We were quite high. I diverge to the
right but just as I do what does the other
pilot do - turn LEFT! I have to keep right
because if he turns to the right as he
should and I turn left, the result is a
MIDAIR.
Don't put other pilots in this uncomfortable
position. If you are approaching someone
head on turn right early and ONLY right. If
low give way earlytothe glider with its right
wing toward the ridqe. Be predictable!
Give the other glider ~Ienty of room and
diverge to the Right! \

Wesley Hill prepares to launch at Mt. Emu during the Victorian Open
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Landing over the back of Carr's Lookout launch, Killarney.
Photo by Wayne Lee
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Friendly and beautiful Guatemala
by Hans Kohlinger (reprinted from "Cross Country")
Last February, during the second half of our 8 months trip through southern
California, Mexico and Guatemala, Mariella and I flew daily in the
surroundings of Guatemala City. After having enjoyed the great flying and
hospitality in both California and Mexico, I would like to put the spotlight on
Guatemala, its pilots, the beautiful country and flying sites.

Although the government supports
hang gliding generously, giving several
thousand Guetzals each year, there
are, perhaps due to the fact that no one
is teaching the sport on a prfessional
basis, still very few pilots in
Guatemala. There is one guy who
holds a USHGA instructorship, yet he
did not seem to have any students
while we were there. Perhaps he
"earns a good enough tortilla" making
tasty ice cream cones. It's about the
same for Alex Oiaz who was teaching
until recently, but chose the business
of designing software (maybe more
reliable).
There are about 15 active pilots in the
whole country. Enthusiasm and
hospitality are great and just the fact
that we visited had a very animating
effect on everyone's eagerness to get
airborn. Some pilots even took several
days off from work to fly with us.
The Sites

In contrast to Holland where weather
conditions are somewhat like a lottery,
in Guatemala you just look at the wind
direction and pick a site. Cross country
flying is still more or less in an
adolescent state though several
attempts at it have been made. Around
60 kms can be considered the record.
The potential for cross country
however must be excellent if one just
considers for example the Sierra de las
Minas, and other very promising
ranges.
We first went to Lake Atitlan that is
widely known for its beauty and ever
changing colours. Many "hippy like"
people from the U.S. and Canada
spend their winter in the area among
the friendly Indians of Panajachel.
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Three enormous volcanos, the highest
being over 10,000 ft, surround the
south side of the lake where there are
take-offs facing south and west.
About a 15 minute drive from the city,
the other famous lake, Amatitlan has a
north take-off just above Santa Helena
de Barrillas and two southern
launches. One, EI Filon is situated right
in the national park and the other, La
Serra is located about 5 kms south of
the park. Although only 900 ft high, it is
supposed to be particularly good for
morning thermals.
There are good places to fly all overthe
country and plenty of take-offs right
along the roadsides. The Mirador
(scenic point) of Huehuetenango is
probably one of the country's best
cross country sites and in the region
most peaks are over 12,000 feet.
Because it is located at the north end of
the Sierra de Las Minas, one could
undoubtedly fly along the range as far
east as Puerto Barrios.
Local pilots assured me that it wasn't
wise to land just anywhere that looked
suitable. Some parts of Guatemala are
still controlled by civilian guards who
get very upset if someone enters their
premises. In certain cases many
problems can occur, especially in the
more remote areas. Also a military
search for weapons and drugs is quite
common. In fact one day we were
stopped 8 times by searching
soldiers ... but they were friendly and
polite.
I would describe the local pilots as
skillful happy birds. The equipment
they use however is outdated . As far as
I know there is only one variometer in
the whole country and once we had to
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drive for hours to get it so that Alex Diaz
could fly cross country with me. Any
used instruments are very welcome,
but keep them cheap!
I highly recommend Guatemala for any
hang glider pilot. Unfortunately though,
the conditions are always so good that
the chances to do all the other
interesting things get spoiled because
you fly too often.
Contact

Alex Diaz Mario Palacios
2e Calle 6-50 zona 10 5w 20-28 zona

14
Guatemala, city Guatemala.
• Flying since 1982, Hans Kohlinger is a
Dutch competition pilot (nationally ranked
2nd for 1987), hairdresser and active
contributor of articles on hang gliding . He
and his companion, Mariella, took 8
months off from September 1987 to May
1988, totravel and fly throughout Southern
California and parts of Central America.

-~PegasusQ
In October 1988 Mike Cobum submitted the entire BCAR Section S certification package of the
Pegasus 0 to Australia's Civil Aviation Authority along with a request for approval under the ultralight
CAO 101 .55. This was the first time Australia's CAA had received data of such a high standard on
weight shift aeroplanes.
As a result of their evaluation of this data package the Chief Certification Engineer made a
recommendation for the formulation of a new Civil Aviation Order for weight shift aircraft. This CAO is
95.32. It has been issued in the form of an Aviation Regulatory Proposal. It will mean that two-seat
touring and training will be legalised for those aircraft and pilots certified to the appropriate standards.
The Pegasus 0 is the latest two seat aircraft certified under the UK CM's tough BCAR(S) certification
process. We think it will be Australia's first legal two-seat trike. We know that it is currently the very
best trike available to Australians today. Read on, and you will see why most of the pilots in the UK
believe the same.

UK PEGASUS Q NEWS
"The Pegasus 0462 has had an enormous impact on the high performance 2-seat market, both in the
UK and in Europe. Top pilots praise the O's terrific balance of qualities: never before has such a high
level of performance been available with such easy and vice free handling, never has such economy
and range been available period! It is perhaps not surprising that world-class pilot Patrice Barcouda
chose a 0 for his 5 world records, that World Champion Alain Teffaud flies one in preference to
anything else, that Vol Moteur found the 0462 to be one of the best weight shift aircraft in the world,
and Britain's best pilots and instructors have been unanimous in their praise. If you are in the market
for a high performance aircraft, please book a demonstration flight at a Pegasus dealer: you will not
be disappointed.
Simon Baker used his considerable flying skills to devastating effect flying a 0462 to 4th position in
the European Championships. Not only did he come 11 places ahead of the next 2-seater, but he also
outpointed most of Europe's best competition pilots on purpose-built single-seat competition aircraft,
and in the process notched up some quite outstanding economy figures: 4.8 litres/hour is quite an
achievement, as is staying out on the course longer than many Chasers and Musts with their light
weight and little engines. Congratulations, Simon, on a superb result. What this indicates is the
efficiency of the wing and the engine/propellor combination; this has been backed up by the
experiences of several club pilots. A 0462 with 2 aboard set off to the Isle of Wight recently alongside
a Flash flying solo; when they returned home they found that the 0 had nearly half a tank left,
whereas the Flash was almost empty, having started with the same amount and having flown at the
same speed. Comparisons with a Thruster are even more revealing: at 65mph the Thruster is
consuming exactly double the O's requirement. And instructors who used to train on Ravens tell us
that their fuel requirement is 30% down, and a further bonus is that they are staying airborne for
longer because the students find the 0 such a relaxing aircraft to fly.
All these factors have opened up new possibilities in microlight flying . Perhaps it will soon cease to
astound our PPL A friends that you can fly a 0462 from Marlborough to Carlisle and back in one day;
that Dave Garrison is planning a flying holiday to Spain, and I mean he is flying his 0 to Spain, in
January; that Dave Young is flying to see his girlfriend in France for Chrismas. And there are those
who think we are mad to fly in winter!"

For brochures and additional information please contact Mike Coburn at:
AIRPOWER, 14 ALEXANDER STREET, COLLINGWOOD, 3066.
TELEPHONE (03) 4172130; FAX (03) 4174964.

In

1988,

just

as

in 1987, PEGASUS
built practically as
many aircraft for the
UK

market as the

rest of the microlight
industry combined ...

We think this tells you
something about the way we
design and build aircraft at
PEGASUS, and how pilots
respond to them. PEGASUS
build

aircraft that

are

delightful to fly, beautifully
engineered and excellent
value. Exactly what we put
into

our

designs

is

a

well guarded secret - what
isn't a secret is our basic
philosophy; Pegasus
aircraft for pilots

build

Mars 170 (Nov) - in great condition, with
new UHF radio TX475 and head set, new
parachute and pod with small spares and
books, manuals, etc all in immac condition
Ph - (048) 411794

QUEENSLAND
Foil 160B (Int) - good condition, $1450,
yellow LE, green & white
ph (079) 590491
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) - Blue LE, rainbow
TS, white US. Low hours, good condition.
Includes batten profile & spare upright.
$1890
Phone Cameron (07) 8463899

NEW SOUTH WALES
GTR 162 (Int) - dark blue LE, light blue &
white TS, small rainbow & white US.
Speed bar, flaired uprights & king post.
Speed wires, 2 spare uprights, owners
manual and batten profile. Good cond
$10000no
ph: (042) 971923
GTR 162 (Int) - yellow LE, 2 tone orange
MS, white US. Very well kept glider, with
low hours. A steal at $1500
Phone Mick (02) 8882735 Ryde
Arrow Wing - Blue & yellow, good cond
$2400
Phone (065) 505789
150B Foil (Int) - 17 months old, 20 hours
airtime, in excellent cond, speed bar & TE
band. Also spare upright & fully waterproof
welded vinyl bag included. Light blue/dark
blue/whIte & pink with rainbow with shades
of purple. Aerofoil king post $2600 ono
Realistic 40 ch hand held AM 5 watt radio.
Includes microphone & trailing wire aerial,
only 18 months old with LED display $150
Ph (044) 214136 A.H.
Trike - Airborne Arrow wing, 2 place, ultra
prop & spare wood prop, pod with tacho &
hour meter. Whole unit recently
overhauled by Airborne. $6500 or $7500
with parachute.
Sabre (Int) - good condition, performs
well, handles easily $500
Ph 064-575073
Fo iI 165 A series (Int) - excellent
condition. A cheap glider for somebody
wanting to advance beyond a training
glider but can't afford the price for a high

performance machine. $1200
Magic IV Full Race 166 (Int) - still one of
the real performance gliders around on the
market. Cheap machine for an
intermediate pilot who wants to up-grade
minus the cost of an X-Cess or Foil +
$1400 or offer
lTV - 10 cell 260 sq ft, good performance,
easy to inflate. Gllide ratio 4.8 : 1
Harley (new wave) - 10 cell 280 sq ft,
excellent learning to intermediate chute .
Glide ratio 4.5 : 1
Condor - 9 cell, 250 sq ft, excellent
learning chute. Glide ratio 4.6 : 1
call Scott or Tony (042) 942584
Foil 155 (Int) - Sadly, only about 50 hours
on the little beastie, so its in pretty good
nick. Gotta be sold... Owner going
overseas soon. $1600 or make an offer.
ph : (02) 3995849 Ask for Ed.
GTR 162 (Int) - Red LE, yellow & white TS,
white US. Excellent condition $1700
Trike - Jetwing ATV single seater, 30 hp
motor, yellow & red 175 wing. Less than 10
hours use. Excellent condition $3000
Ph Mark BH 042 295881, AH 042717954
Moyes Mega 2 (Nov) - Blue and white
colours, good condition , $450 ono
Phone Ron on (049) 296332
PROBE 2 175 (Int) - White sail/green
under side, good condition. Plus Moyes
cocoon harness, suit 5'9 - 6'. Plus Para
Logic stirrup harness with parachute
container. Lot $700
Phone Glenn AH (02) 6235990
l.T. Mitchell (?) - Steve Cohen design,
blue, yellow, black
Mark Ellis (02) 5242822 AH, 5285632

Mars 170 (Nov) - Black LE, white sail, pink
under-surface,
good
condition,
veryattractive glider. Also, a near new
black Moyes pod harness, helmet. Suit
beginner. The lot $1600 ono
Ph N. Page (07) 2757801

WEST AUSTRALIA
Foil 155 (Int) - very few flying hours, in
good condition. Spare upright, speed bar
and hand fairings. Pink LE and US on white
$15000no
(09) 2501467 - Patrick

AUST CAPITAL TERRITORY
Magic III 166 (Int) - ex Pendry world
winner, VB, sandwich, unstretched, new
side wires, + spares, third in 1989 NZ
champs, very clean and extremely fast
$1400.
Sabre 177 (Int) - Good safe condition, VB,
very fast, spares, won Cooplacurripa 1988
$500.
Vario/Alt - Sjostrum, early type, accurate
digital altimeter + variometer with
averager, sink alarm, ex cond (buying
another) $450.
UHF Handheld - Electrophone TX475, ex
cond, + headset (microphone and
earphone), PIT, car charger, 240V
charger, 3db aerial, std aerial, 2 cases, 16
months old, battery cared for, maximum of
50 charges (450 to go) $480.
UHF Mobile - Phillips FM320, + mag aerial
base, 5db aerial, yagi and leads, fully
portable and easily plugged into different
cars $260. Radios together $720.
Owner going overseas, Richard Parsons
ph 062 886768 AH, 062 490452 BH
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The last few months have seen FOI L pilots busy all over the world
doing what they know best - showing a clean pair of heels to
their opposition ,
In Japan, Toni Noud and Jenny Ganderton finished 1st and 2nd
in the All Japan Ladies Cup,
In Austria Herby Kuhr streeted the field to win the Alpen Open,
While back here in Australia, over a long summer, Guy Hubbard ,
Jenny Ganderton and Len Paton made it a clean sweep in the
Cross Country League,
Five wins in vastly different conditions and terrain,
FOIL RACER 140,150, 160 & 170 ARE GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED

1 / 189 PARKES ST

F' 0 I L

HELENSBURGH 2508
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Still the only choice for the discerning XC pilot

